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1. Introduction 

This report is part of FUTURE GAS WP2 (Gas Quality Requirement). It co-

vers Task 4 (Solutions to equip sensitive appliances). 

The objective of the work is to identify which solutions can apply for gas 

utilisations having proven to be too sensitive to gas quality change. The sen-

sitivity of gas utilisation has been studied in detail in a previous report /1/. 

 

Gas quality variations are challenging the end use and gas quality changes 

may impact the following areas: 

- Safety 

- Emissions 

- Efficiency 

- Product quality (manufacturing industry, e.g. glass) 

 

However, several possible mitigation solutions may be implemented, either 

to reduce gas quality variations or to adapt the working conditions of the ap-

pliances to minimize the impact of the variation.  

 

In the framework of the FutureGas project, the following were organized to 

clarify the question of mitigation. 

1. Overall mitigation solutions were discussed in the report “WP2 Gas 

Quality Requirement: DELIVERABLE 2.2.1 Impact of gas quality 

on appliances (and utilisations)”. /1/  

2. A literature study and tests were carried out on gas condensing boil-

ers in collaboration with several EU partners. Boilers represent a very 

large share of appliances used in the domestic and commercial sec-

tors. The results of the work were extensively reported. /2/ 

3. Mitigation measures relating to gas quality variations for industry 

and power generation were studied in a more general way and were 

discussed in a note “Mitigation measures to gas quality variations in 

the process and power industry. Henrik Iskov, Danish Gas Technol-

ogy Centre. /3/ 

 

The present document and the three documents above cover the task 4 of 

FutureGas WP2. In the present document, we discuss the main findings of 

the work done and elaborate on overall conclusions regarding mitigation. 
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2. Overall options of mitigation 

There is not only one single option for mitigation, but a multitude of solu-

tions that are adapted to different situations. There are technically simple so-

lutions and more complex ones.  

We can suggest an overall classification in two main classes: 

- Upstream solutions that consist in modifying the gas before it is 

used (conditioning) 

- Downstream solutions that apply at the end use (generally technical 

modification or monitoring of appliances or process) 

 

Option 1: Upstream (supply): National, regional or local grid level con-

ditioning of natural gas  

National conditioning of the gas is for example done in Japan, where the gas 

quality is maintained within a narrow range. The tradition of implementing 

such a solution is linked to the fact that Japan has not a domestic production 

of gas (national production is in general rather stable in terms of gas quality) 

but only LNG that can be of rather different qualities due to different ori-

gins. Conditioning was here a way to cope with a large diversity in the sup-

ply. 

 

Regional conditioning is done for example in some parts of the Netherlands 

where H gas is mixed with nitrogen to reach L gas specifications that is pro-

duced in Groningen and used in the Netherlands.  

Another example of regional conditioning is in Copenhagen, where air is 

added to natural gas in order to conform with the desired gas quality ”town 

gas 2”.  

 

In the two last cases the conditioning is resulting from a change in the sup-

ply of the gas (depleting production in Groningen, abandoning town gas 

production). In such situations, the conditioning is probably a cheaper op-

tion compared to modifying or replacing the many appliances that are al-

ready installed at the customers. 

 

Conditioning can also be a solution implemented locally, and it can be a via-

ble option for larger industrial use in a region where variations are too large 

for the customer need. Commercial air mixing units or other technology can 

be used in this case. /3/ 
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Option 2: Downstream (end-use) 

Solutions on the end-use side are aiming to mitigate the effect of gas quality 

change by appropriate action on the process (combustion etc.). 

The figure below shows the various options that are available for example 

on gas appliances. In the present example, the gas quality variation effects 

are mitigated by the quantity of air mixed with gas entering the burner. 

 

 

Figure 1 Principle of air ratio monitoring with different options 

 

Downstream solutions can be either feedback control or feedforward con-

trol. 

 

Feedback control (based on measurement in post-combustion or com-

bustion zone)  

A feedback control is using a feedback for example from a measurement in 

the combustion (O2 etc.) or in the flame to control an action for example 

modifying the quantity of air mixed with gas. 

Examples: 

• Combustion measurement (in the post combustion zone) 

• Flame sensor ionization) (in the combustion zone) 

There are many different technologies, and they are discussed in /2/ and /3/. 
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Feedforward control (pre-combustion measurement)  

A feedforward control is typically using information on the gas (e.g. Wobbe 

index), to control an action for example the quantity of air mixed with gas. 

Example: 

• Direct continuous measurement of GCV or the Wobbe (gas chro-

mate graph, etc.) 

 

 

Figure 2 Example of technologies for controls /2/ 

 

In general, feedforward systems are costly and, therefore, more adapted to 

industrial applications (industry, power production). However, the develop-

ment in sensor technology may change this in the future! 

Feedback controls are presently less costly and, therefore, more adapted to 

domestic and commercial applications where appliance costs are lower. 

Note that the two systems can be combined.  

Some of the solutions are already integrated in new appliances sold on the 

market. Some of the solutions are adapted to the retrofit of existing installed 

appliances. 
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3. Summary of the main outcomes regarding 

mitigation from previous notes and reports (/1,2,3/) 

1.1 Mitigation may not necessarily be needed! 

The GASQUAL project /15/ investigated a quite large range of Wobbe in-

dex variations (variation of about 10% on each side of the nominal Wobbe 

index of pure methane).  

 

The project, the scope of which was domestic and commercial appliances, 

has shown that many existing appliances can cope with wide variations of 

the Wobbe without any combustion control system. This means that without 

further action, already a large share of the population of installed appliances 

should be able to cope with variations of the Wobbe. 

 

 

Figure 3 GASQUAL overview of overall impact of gas quality change for 

domestic and commercial appliances /15/ 

 

1.2 Mitigation technologies (INDUSTRIAL USE) /1/ 

There is a wide range of possibilities for industrial customers, for whom 

control systems represent a relatively low investment compared to the cost 

of the burners, boilers and other components used for the process and in 

regard to the gas consumption. 

 

For example, ENGIE in France /11/ is developing and providing not only 

support to industrial customers comprising elements such as detailed and 
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frequent information on gas quality and gas properties from TSOs/DSOs, 

but also control systems for an accurate control (1%) of Wobbe index in 

sensitive processes such as  

• Glass industry feeders, bulbs and medical glassware 

• Pottery and porcelain: batch furnaces 

• Lime production 

Similar solutions are also developed by manufacturers. /12/ 

 

 

Figure 4 Example of mitigation technologies in the industry (source 

ENGIE) 

 

1.3 Engines (/1/, /3/) 

Gas engines can be sensitive to changes in the methane number if it 

approaches the design minimum value or if the gas composition changes too 

fast. Below the design minimum threshold value, knocking can destroy the 

engine. Countermeasures can be fitting of knocking detectors connected to a 

control system to adjust load and ignition timing. This system in 

combination with a methane number below the threshold value typically 

leads to reduced power and energy production and, therefore, often an 

economic loss (in periods with low Wobbe index) – but it safeguards the 

engine. 
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These measures have been used in Denmark in the nineties where gas from 

the Syd Arne field was introduced into the gas grid. The methane number of 

gas from the Syd Arne field was expected to be considerably lower (around 

63 to 65) than the minimum design value (around 70) of many stationary 

gas engines installed at decentralized cogeneration plants in Denmark. It 

should be noted that the methane number is not part of the gas quality specs 

issued by the Danish Safety Technology Authority. 

 

Hydrogen is expected to be injected into many European gas grids in the 

future. As the methane number of hydrogen is zero, there may be knocking 

problems with gas engines even at very low hydrogen additions if mitigation 

measures such as anti-knocking systems are not fitted. 

 

So, if engines are fitted with advanced controls, optimum efficiency for 

every engine cylinder can be obtained based on operation feedback and 

cylinder specific adjustments. The latter is often based on feedback from 

knock sensors; in such implementation they act both as engine protection 

and efficiency optimization. /5/ 

New OEM stationary engines with controls can accommodate wider fuel 

compositional changes. Most modern engines have A/F (Air Fuel) ratio 

control systems and knock sensors that can reduce or eliminate the impact 

of even larger variations in Wobbe Index and Methane Number. /7/  

 

A commercial example of a natural lean-burn stationary gas engine 

technology is the Jenbacher J620 GS-E. When engine knock is detected, the 

control responds by first retarding ignition timing, then increasing the 

Air/Fuel ratio (to reduce combustion temperature), and then finally reducing 

engine power. The control system automatically tries to re-establish engine 

power output until knock reoccurs. This control approach allows the engine 

to operate with a wide range of gas compositions without knocking 

problems. A detailed list of control systems for gas engines is studied in /7/. 

 

Despite the solutions mentioned above (related to accommodation to 

methane number change), one of the most difficult challenges that is not 

necessarily addressed by knock sensors is the ability of controls to 

accommodate fast “rate of change” (ROC) of Wobbe index. 
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1.4 Gas turbines (/1/, /3/) 

Gas turbines can be designed to burn any fuel, but the tolerance to fuel 

quality variations is relatively low. Stricter environmental requirements 

have led to introduction of lean premix systems, such as Dry Low NOx 

(DLN) combustion systems. These systems have narrowed the fuel quality 

tolerance. A typical limit for deviation from the fuel specs is around 2%. 

Gas turbines are especially sensitive to increased levels of higher 

hydrocarbons (C2+). 

 

Due to expectations about much wider fuel quality variations in the future, 

considerable work has been done on increasing the fuel quality tolerance. 

Like gas engines, gas turbines can accept more variations when equipped 

with controls. Traditional gas chromatographs are not necessarily adapted to 

control the turbines, as the reaction time of chromatographs is in the range 

of 15 minutes /9/.  

At slow changes they are very accurate, but for fast changes in fuel quality – 

which are expected to take place much more frequently in the future – gas 

chromatographs are too slow. 

 

Therefore, some developments with IR (infrared) sensors that record and 

transmit changes of the gas composition very fast are used /10/ and can cope 

with high C2+ content fuels that may generate problems for the turbine if 

not detected rapidly enough. Infrared sensors have a response time of 20 

seconds and can be almost considered as real time adaptation /9/. 

Also as an example, ALSTOM has designed a fast system called FIRGAS 

aimed at C2+ measurements. E.ON Ruhrgas AG’s Gas-Lab has developed 

the Q1 system for fast measuring/determination of Gas Calorific Value, 

Wobbe Index and relative density (GCV, WI and RD) /4/. 

 

The use of those solutions allows to cope with up to 10% changes in the 

Wobbe with no hardware modifications to the gas turbines. 

 

1.5 Transport sector (/1/) 

As for other gas consuming technologies, mitigation solutions are being 

developed in the transport sector. 
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For mobile applications, two main solution families can be used: Oxygen 

sensors (also-called “lambda sensor”) based on combustion control or 

sensors able to measure the gas characteristics. Sensors are not only 

increasing the acceptability to different gases, they are also optimizing the 

efficiency and emissions. 

 

An example of gas sensors used in the automotive industry is the MEMS 

sensor that is based on correlation between gas composition and other 

physical properties of the gas. Measuring one of those properties is easier 

than making the gas analysis: The sensors are cheaper and smaller and react 

faster compared to e.g. gas chromatographs.  

The MEMS technology was used in the INGAS project /6/.  

 

The technology was tested under road conditions in different cars and a 

long-term test was conducted with a VW Passat with significant differences 

in gas quality and changes of Methane Number ranging from 70 to 100 MN. 

The cost of those sensors is estimated to be between €90 and €130 for a 

production of 1000.  

 

1.6 Domestic and commercial sector (/2/) 

The technology of ionization is working very well over a very wide range of 

gas quality variation and is already implemented on more than 10 boiler 

models on the market. The technology is simple and rather low-cost. Other 

technologies do exist and have already been used on some appliances, but at 

the moment the ionization seems to be the best available solution and it may 

very well also be used in other sectors of gas utilization. 
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Figure 5 Measurement results from 4 boilers equipped with ionization sen-

sors to monitor air/gas ratio 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the ability of the boilers tested in the project /2/ to main-

tain the air factor almost constant over a very wide range of Wobbe index 

variation. As a result, safety, efficiency and emissions are maintained at a 

level close to the nominal ones.  

 

The outlying points on the figure (marked with a red ellipse) are obtained 

with hydrogen/natural gas mix. The ionization technology is not working in 

this case and another technology needs to be implemented in appliances if 

H2 is massively injected in the gas grid. H2 sensor technology is developing 

rapidly /13/ and may provide solutions that may cope with the given chal-

lenge. 

 

Biomethane composition is close to pure CH4, and therefore mitigation solu-

tions that are valid for natural gas will also be valid for the biomethane or 

for biomethane/natural gas mix. 
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4. Costs of mitigation 

There is no simple answer regarding the cost of mitigation:  

• for small appliances the technology is integrated in the appliance it-

self.   

• for larger users the solution is often tailor-made. 

 

It is generally cheaper to have mitigation technologies integrated in new ap-

plications. Especially for the domestic and commercial sectors, the retrofit 

of existing appliances can be costly (due to labour cost of the retrofit opera-

tion). 

 

Looking at the market today we can see some trends: 

 

• New technologies like condensing boilers are increasingly equipped 

with combustion controls. The cost does not seem to be an issue. 

The cost of a boiler is between €1000 and €3000, and the cost of a 

combustion control seems to be marginal. 

• For existing appliances installed in homes (boilers, cookers, etc.) the 

retrofit with controls like ionization technologies may be expensive: 

Not only a new component needs to be bought, but it is to be in-

stalled in the existing appliance (labour cost). Moreover, it will not 

solve the issue of hydrogen. 

• New gas turbines and engines are increasingly equipped with con-

trols allowing a better acceptance of gas variation, but still many 

older appliances are on the market without being equipped with con-

trols.  

• For industrial use, solutions do exist and are used in practice. 

• Due to the volume of gas used in non-domestic sectors of utilisation 

(gas turbines, engines, industrial uses), the cost of retrofit is sup-

posed to be relatively lower compared to the domestic or commercial 

sectors of utilisation. 
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5. Conclusion 

There are already many possibilities to mitigate the variation of gas quality, 

and we believe that the future will be a mix of: 

1.  Conditioning of the gas to reach a range where utilisations with a 

given gas are safe and efficient. 

2 A development of integrated controls on new appliances and utilisa-

tions on the market. 

 

The two above are complementary and in phase with the plans of harmoni-

sation of gas quality in the EU where harmonized Wobbe index class system 

will be established allowing a flexibility where the Wobbe can evolve in 

time and place. 

 

Integrated controls on new appliances and in general mitigation should 

be promoted as much as possible to achieve the highest flexibility for the 

gas distributed. The number of utilizations/appliances that can accept a wide 

Wobbe range will increase with the replacement of older technologies. This 

means that while the gas quality is going to vary more in the future, so will 

the tolerance of installed applications/ appliances.  

 

The conditioning of gas can be envisaged in regions not having a stable 

supply: 

• where a lot of sensitive domestic & commercial appliances are in-

stalled and where the replacement of those will be too expensive.  

• or where large industrial users cannot implement cost-effective miti-

gation solutions. 

This regional or local policy of conditioning of gas may by the way change 

with the time as there will be changes: 

• in the gas supply (may also be more stable, even though not likely). 

• in the population of appliances in the considered region (sensitive 

appliance population should decrease with time).  

• in the technological development in the sensor and control industry, 

including the possibility of retrofit existing installations. 

 

The uncertainties connected with injection of hydrogen is, however, a prob-

lem for the industry as the design of appliances and combustion controls 

will not be the same with natural gas when H2 is also injected. 
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It is difficult to know how appliances must be designed if one does not 

know if there will be H2 or not in the grid. If the industry is promoting ioni-

zation combustion controls, those will help the market at the condition that 

H2 is not injected, but if H2 is massively injected, the appliances with ioniza-

tion controls will need to be modified. 

 

Ideally it would be best to clarify the uncertainties about H2 injection and 

future gas qualities as soon as possible to have the “right” appliances de-

signed and installed possibly with the correct control systems. Alternatively, 

controls or appliances that can cope with any scenarios should be developed. 
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